LAB WORKERS SCORE WIN OVER LONG-TERM TEMP WORKERS

Our contract language states that no temporary position shall last longer than six months, but there was a temporary employee working in a clinical lab III position for more than a year. We filed a grievance and took it to the adjustment board—and we won! Management agreed to fill that position with a benefited FTE.

We won’t let the hospital use temps to avoid hiring benefited workers. “The hospital can’t keep re-assigning people to six-month temporary positions,” said lab tech and chief steward Ruth Kees. “Any assignment longer than six months tells us that we need a position filled.”

continued on back
Kaiser Mental Health Workers Set June 12 Strike Date

Four thousand Kaiser Permanente mental health clinicians and health care professionals represented by NUHW are set to begin an open-ended strike on Tuesday, June 11, all across California.

For the past decade, Kaiser psychologists, therapists, social workers and psychiatric nurses have been pushing management to fix its badly broken mental health system, which forces patients to wait weeks and even months for care.

Clinicians held a five-day strike in December 2018, but Kaiser still refused to address the problem. Now appointment wait times are longer than ever.

While there has been some movement from Kaiser during recent negotiations, its most recent proposals won’t stem the crisis.

Clinicians have proposed real solutions that are focused on improving access to care, including hiring new clinicians, establishing crisis teams at all locations, and allowing clinicians to convert appointment slots that have been set aside for new patients to serve returning patients who need immediate care.

Kaiser’s proposed “solutions,” on the other hand, never get to the root of the problem, and often serve to obscure it. “We’re ready to work with Kaiser executives to improve mental health care,” said NUHW president Sal Rosselli. “But if they continue to treat mental health patients and clinicians as second-class citizens, they will be facing a massive strike at every clinic in California.”

MEET YOUR STEWARDS: Jelyn Evangelista

What is your hope for other workers at CHO?
That they fight for fairness, equity, and don’t let management walk over them. I hope that they know their worth and know they have a voice in their role at BCHO.

What has been your favorite part of being steward?
Having a means to fight. Management would not listen to us before. Our suggestions and issues would fall on deaf ears. Hearing our input in our roles here was not part of their agenda. Now I get to be part of making a change, encouraging others to make changes, and I get to see actual results!

What do you do for fun?
Crafts. I’m a multicrafter. I do scrapbooks, stickers, painting, needlework, drawing, origami. All of it.

NO MORE SUBCONTACTING IN EVS!

Since the EVS re-bid, not only are there fewer workers, but the areas workers are expected to clean have gotten significantly larger.

Staff told management they couldn’t keep up with the work, but their complaints fell on deaf ears.

Understandable, the hospital got dirty. Then CHO management said they need to do emergency subcontracting to get it clean.

This is not an emergency—management has known about this issue all along. Workers stood firm and management backed off. The hospital has hired five additional FTE workers in EVS, which is a good start, and there will be follow-up meetings in June to push for more hires.

For more information, please contact NUHW Organizers Beverly Griffith at (510) 978-7454 or bgriffith@nuhw.org; or Jake Doolittle at (203) 430-6688 or jdoolittle@nuhw.org.